Abstract-Exact analysis as well as asymptotic analysis, based on large-deviation theory (LDT), are developed to compute the bit-error rate (BER) for ultrafast avalanche-photodiode (APD) based optical receivers assuming on-off keying and direct detection. The effects of intersymbol interference (ISI), resulting from the APD's stochastic avalanche buildup time, as well as the APD's dead space are both included in the analysis. ISI becomes a limiting factor as the transmission rate approaches the detector's bandwidth, in which case the bit duration becomes comparable to APD's avalanche buildup time. Further, the effect of dead space becomes significant in high-speed APDs that employ thin avalanche multiplication regions. While the exact BER analysis at the generality considered here has not been reported heretofore, the asymptotic analysis is a major generalization of that developed by Letaief and Sadowsky [IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. 38, 1992], in which the LDT was used to estimate the BER assuming APDs with an instantaneous response (negligible avalanche buildup time) and no dead space. These results are compared with those obtained using the common Gaussian approximation approach showing the inadequacy of the Guassian approximation when ISI noise has strong presence.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NP-BASED avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are arguably the photodetectors of choice in today's ultrafast long-haul and metro-area lightwave systems. The popularity of APDs in high-speed receivers is attributed to their ability to provide high internal optoelectronic gain, which allows the photogenerated electrical signal to dominate the thermal (or Johnson) noise in the pre-amplifier stage of the receiver module without the need for optical pre-amplification of the received optical signal [1] . The optoelectronic gain results from the cascade, or avalanche, of electron and hole impact ionizations that take place in the high-field intrinsic multiplication layer of the APD [2] . Due to its stochastic nature, however, this avalanche multiplication process is inherently noisy, resulting in random fluctuations in the gain. Thus, the benefit of the gain is accompanied by a penalty: the shot noise present in the photo-generated electrical signal is accentuated according to the APD's excess noise factor, which is a measure of uncertainty associated with the stochastic nature of the APD's gain [2] . In addition, the APD's avalanche buildup time, which is the time required for the cascade of impact ionizations to complete, also limits the receiver performance by inducing intersymbol interference (ISI) at high bit rates.
Thanks to remarkable advances in APD design and fabrication in recent years, some of these challenges have been addressed through the use of APDs with separate absorption and multiplication layers (often referred to as SAM APDs) [3] , APDs with thin multiplication regions [4] - [9] , impactionization engineering of the multiplication region [10] , [11] , as well as employing clever light-coupling strategies such as edge and evanescent coupling [12] . In particular, APDs with thin multiplication regions have been shown to have reduced buildup time and reduced gain fluctuations [2] , [6] , [9] , [13] , [14] , making them suitable for 10 Gbps transmission rate.
Clearly, the ability to understand and predict the performance of APD-based receivers at high speeds, for which the ISI and Johnson noise are pressing problems, relies upon the presence of an accurate probabilistic model of the APD that characterizes the evolution of the avalanche multiplication process. The traditional McIntyre theory for the APD's gain statistics [15] has been shown to be inadequate for APDs with thin multiplication regions because of the dead space [4] - [8] , which is the minimum distance that a newly generated carrier must travel before becoming capable of impact ionizing. The dead space is very significant in thin multiplication regions and it is neglected by the McIntyre theory. Subsequently, a great many works were reported that dealt specifically with novel analytical probabilistic models for avalanche multiplication that can properly capture the dead-space effect [16] - [19] . For its completeness and generality, in this paper we will employ the probabilistic model recently developed by Sun et al. [19] , which enables us to compute the probability generating function associated with the joint probability distribution function (PDF) of the gain and the avalanche-buildup time. In addition, a parametric model, using the gain and the buildup time as parameters, was also developed in [19] to approximate the APD's stochastic impulse-response function, thereby allowing us for the first time here to compute the moment-generating 0090-6778/09$25.00 c ⃝ 2009 IEEE function (MGF) of the APD's stochastic impulse response. This further enables us to compute the MGF of the output of the APD-based integrate-and-dump receiver for the first time to the best of our knowledge. Exact calculation of the bit-error rate (BER) in the absence of ISI effects (namely, when the impulse-response function of the APD is assumed to be a delta function, or equivalently, when the avalanche multiplication process is assumed to be instantaneous) has been considered by Personik [20] for APDs with no dead space, and subsequently by Hayat et al. with the inclusion of the dead-space effect [21] . There are also a number of approximate methods for calculating the receiver BER in the absence of ISI that have been developed over the years; these include the Gaussian approximation [22] , Chernoff bounds [22] , and the saddle-point approximation [23] . One of the most elegant methods, and one that is most relevant to this paper, is the work by Letaief and Sadowsky [24] in which a probabilistic asymptotic analysis method, based on large-deviations theory (LDT), was developed yielding an excellent approximation of the BER. Their technique yields a probabilistic equivalent to the accurate saddle-point approximation [23] . In an earlier paper, Sadowsky and Bucklew also proposed an efficient Monte-Carlo simulation method, also based on LDT, that facilitates the efficient estimation of the BER [25] . However, the MGF of APD's gain used in their analysis comes from McIntyre's model [15] , which is applicable only to low-speed APDs with thick multiplication regions in which the dead-space effect can be ignored. Recently, Choi and Hayat [26] modified the method reported in [24] , [25] to include the dead-space effect. Nonetheless, all these works assume the APD is instantaneous.
The literature on BER calculation for APD-based receivers with the inclusion of ISI is fairly sparse. This is primarily due to the complexity in characterizing the statistics of the stochastic impulse-response function of APDs. The works reported in [19] , [21] , for example, include an analysis of BER for non-instantaneous APDs with the inclusion of the dead space using a Gaussian approximation for the PDF of the receiver output, albeit with the exact first-order and second-order statistics of the impulse response. Motivated by the rapid increase in bandwidth demand and by highspeed photoreceivers, Groves and David [27] have recently performed a Monte-Carlo analysis of integrate-and-dump receivers including the effects of carrier velocity, the dead space, and the width of the APD's multiplication region. In particular, they have estimated the PDFs of the output of APD-based integrate-and-dump receivers and shown that their shapes are not Gaussian in general. To the best of our knowledge, no exact nor approximate analytical theory has been reported heretofore for the calculation of the BER that address both the dead-space effect and ISI. In this paper, we provide an exact analytical method for calculating the BER as well as an asymptotic approximation based upon LDT. To this end, we adopt the exact model for the joint probability distribution function for the gain and the buildup time as well as the parametric model for the impulse-response function available from our earlier work [19] ; the receiver's BER is then calculated exactly. We also exploit our knowledge of the MGF of the APD's impulse response function to extend the LDT-based asymptotic analysis developed by Letaief and Sadowsky [24] to include the effects of ISI and dead space. Finally, we investigate the behavior of BER in ultra-fast transmission regime (up to 60 Gbps) where both ISI and the dead space are significant and compared the exact and asymptotic results to those obtained using a Gaussian approximation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the general mathematical model for APDbased integrate-and-dump receiver. In Sections III and IV, we develop the theory for computing the exact and asymptotic BERs, respectively, and the numerical results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusions.
II. RECEIVER MODEL AND MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTION
A. Preliminaries
A typical on-off keying (OOK) optical communication system employing an APD-based intergrate-and-dump receiver is schematically shown in Fig. 1 . Consider a received optical pulse, representing an information bit "1," in the time interval [0, ], where represents the duration of each bit. We will refer to this time interval as the "current" bit. The energy of the optical pulse can be thought of as a stream of photons; the arrival times of photons obey a Poisson process whose mean rate is proportional to the instantaneous optical power in the pulse [2] . When any of these photons is absorbed by the APD (with a probability equal to the APD's quantum efficiency), it generates what is called a primary electron-hole pair, which starts an avalanche process yielding a realization of the stochastic impulse-response function of the APD. The aggregate of all such the realizations of the impulse-response function, one for each absorbed photon, yields the photocurrent corresponding the optical pulse in question.
Let and denote the gain and duration of the impulseresponse function resulting from the th photon, and let ∈ [0, ] represent the instant of absorption of the th photon. According to our earlier work [19] , the impulseresponse function induced by this photon absorbtion, denoted by ( ; ), can be modeled by a rectangular function whose duration and area are random. More precisely,
where 1 
Similarly, the photocurrent generated by the th earlier optical pulse, namely by the photons absorbed in the time interval [− , (− + 1) ], ≥ 1, can be written as
Now let denote an independent and equiprobable {0, 1}-valued random sequence representing the binary information in the th bit; namely, = 1 if there is a optical pulse between [− , (− + 1) ] and = 0 otherwise. Hence, the total photocurrent at time ∈ [0, ] resulting from all photons can be compactly written as ∑ ∞
=0
( ). Note that this gives a decomposition of the total photocurrent in terms of photocurrent contributions, ( ), by photons from distinct bits. A very useful consequence of this decomposition is that these contributions are statistically independent; this will greatly simplify the analysis leading to the MGF of the receiver output developed in the following section. Note that we have implicitly assumed that the APD yields zero current when the information bit is "0." In actuality, however, both stray photons and dark current, the latter being the current generated by the thermally generated electron and hole pairs in the APD, do generate a current. Nonetheless, the above model can be adapted to accommodate dark current by including stray-photon and thermal-generation rates. In this paper, however, we will not consider dark current as the focus is on the BER formulation; these effects are considered elsewhere [27] .
The output of the integrate-and-dump receiver corresponding to the current bit (index = 0) comprises the integral of the photocurrent over the interval [0, ]. More precisely, the receiver's output is
where the subscript refers to the average number of photons per optical pulse. If we define
then we have
Note that only the term 0 conveys information from the optical pulse in the current bit; on the other hand, the components , ≥ 1, are merely ISI terms arising from earlier bits. Moreover, since the terms of the sequence are mutually independent, the terms of the sequence are also mutually independent. By substituting (3) into (5), we obtain
Now observe that the quantity defined as
is the receiver output in response to a photon absorbed by the APD at time in the th previous bit interval. With this definition, the receiver output in response to the th previous bit, assuming a one bit, can be rewritten alternatively as
For the decision rule, we will consider a threshold rule with a decision threshold . In this paper, we follow [24] in undertaking a simple approximation of the optimal threshold as
and further define
where as before is the average number of photons per bit, namely,
Note that is a normalized threshold (by ); the normalization is done to remove the dependency of on . By using (6), we obtain =
which can be further simplified, using (5) and (3), to yield
Note that is half of the average gain of the APD. The BER is then defined as
B. Moment generating function of the receiver output
In the previous section, we have expressed the photocurrent generated by the th earlier optical pulse in terms of realizations of the stochastic impulse-response functions that correspond to individual photons (see (3) ). We now use (3) and (5) to derive the MGF of . We begin by dividing the th previous bit interval, [− , (− + 1) ], into equal time-slots. Observe that the photocurrent generated by the th earlier optical pulse can now be recast as
where is the random number of photon absorptions in the th time slot, which is a Poisson random variable with mean value of / ; the quantity is the instant of the th absorption in the th time slot, ( − 1) / ≤ < / . By recalling the definition of ( ) (8), the quantity can be recast as
The conditional MGF of ( ) given = , denoted by ( | ), is given by
and it can be calculated by averaging exp ( ( ) ) over all possible pairs of and with respect to the joint PDF of and . Note that ( ) is independent of ( ℎ ) for ∕ = ℎ, and so is ( ) of ( ), for ∕ = . By taking the limit as → ∞ in each and averaging over the Poisson number of photons process (represented by the arrival times 's) in each slot, we obtain the MGF of , denoted by ( ). More precisely,
Additionally, we refer to the logarithm of the conditional MGF of given 0 , normalized by , as ( | 0 ). More precisely,
Using (6) and considering the fact that 's are independent of each other, it is derived that
In Sec.IV, the limit of ( | 0 ) as → ∞ will be derived, enabling us apply large-deviation theory to estimate the BER. But first, we pursue the exact numerical calculation of the BER.
III. EXACT ANALYSIS
The exact approach undertaken for calculating the BER is based on numerically inverting the MGF of the receiver output. Note that the Fourier transform, ( ), of a probability density function (pdf), ( ), is its moment generating function ( ) evaluated at = − 2 . Therefore, given the MGFs of the components 's, the exact pdfs of 's can be calculated by an inverse Fourier transform. When implementing this inversion numerically, the discrete fourier transform (DFT) is adopted; thus, the conversion from pdf to a probability mass function (pmf) is necessary. (We have tested our code on a Gaussian MGF, corresponding to a Gaussian random variable with a mean of 5000 and a standard deviation of 500, and achieved an absolute error of 10 −15 in estimating the Gaussian pdf uniformly in the range [0, 10000].)
In our calculations we selected an InP-based APD with a 100 nm multiplication layer. An electrical field of 8.836 × 10 5 V/cm was assumed in the multiplication layer of the APD, corresponding to an average gain of 10.65 and a 3-dB bandwith of 20 GHz. For this width of the multiplication region, the dead space is substantial and must be accounted for [4] . The joint pdf of the gain and buildup time was numerically calculated using the renewal theory reported in [19] , which incorporates the dead-space effect. It is known that the avalanche duration, , is finite almost surely as long as the electric field is below the avalanche breakdown condition (as in our case). Therefore, we can justify setting an upper limit, say , in the summation in (6) to yield a simplifying approximation of the receiver output . More precisely, we have the approximation = ∑
=0
; an appropriate value of can be determined by trial and error. With the choice of the aforementioned APD, we have computed the MGFs ( | ) and ( ) according to (15) and (16), respectively, and the pdfs of 0 , 1 and 2 , denoted by ,0 ( ), ,1 ( ) and ,2 ( ), respectively, were calculated from their MGFs. Figure 2 illustrates the pdfs of the components 0 , 1 and 2 . (In our numerical calculations, we have approximated to its closest integer values, which also corresponds, physically, to the number of electron and hole pairs.) It is observed that P{ 1 = 0} = 0.50 and P{ 2 = 0} = 0.53, which are represented by the point-mass functions at zero; this justifies our selection of = 2. In addition, the pdfs of ,0 and ,1 exhibit a clear asymmetric shape as the right tail decays slower than the left tail. Since takes value of 0 or 1 with equal probability, then the pdf of the product , denoted by , can be calculated as
Hence, by the independency between 0 , 1 and 2 , the pdf of conditional on 0 , denoted by ( | 0 ), can be obtained by the convolutions
and Figure 3 shows the pdf ( | 0 ) for the cases of 0 = 0 and 0 = 1. Note that the receiver's output, , exhibits a bi-modal distribution corresponding to the two possible states of the current bit. The BER can now be calculated according to (13) . The results are shown in Section V.
We next obtain an asymptotic estimate of the BER as → ∞.
IV. LARGE DEVIATION THEORY
For the undertaken single threshold detection problem, an error occurs when either the receiver's output is below given 0 = 1, or above given 0 = 0. The detection errors become rare events as the intensity of the optical stream increases; more precisely, P{ ≥ | 0 = 0} → 0 and P{ < | 0 = 1} → 0 as → ∞. To effectively evaluate the asymptotic performance of the receiver's BER, we resort to LDT.
Generally speaking, LDT deals with the probability of rare events and its rate of convergence to zero in an appropriate asymptotic setting. While LDT had already been applied to detection in optical communications, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied to the setting of this paper, where ISI is considered. Letaief and Sadowsky [24] employed Cramér's theorem [28] to estimate the BER for direct detection APD-based integrate-and-dump receiver. In their work, they assumed that the detector response to photons is instantaneous, in which case ISI becomes absent and the contributions of distinct photons to the receiver output are independent and identically distributed. More recently, Hayat and Choi [26] modified Letaief and Sadowsky's method to include the dead-space effect by introducing new MGF for the APD's gain that takes into account the dead-space effect. Nonetheless, the assumption of instantaneous-detector assumption was maintained in [26] . In this paper and as a result of ISI, the contributions of photons to the receiver output are not identically distributed, albeit they are independent. To address this problem, we will utilize our probabilistic characterization of the receiver output (described in Section II) in conjunction with the theorem of Gärtner and Ellis [28] , [29] . The latter is a generalization of Cramér's theorem [28] , which is for i.i.d. random sequences, to arbitrary random sequences. We begin our analysis by briefly reviewing the theorem of Gärtner and Ellis [28] .
Theorem 1 (Gärtner and Ellis [28] ): Let { } be a sequence of random variables and define ( )
where ∞ is allowed both as a limit value and as an element of the sequence
A. Application to integrate-and-dump receiver with ISI
The integrate-and-dump receiver's output can be viewed as an infinite sequence of random variables indexed by an increasing sequence of 's. Consequently, the logarithm of each of the the conditional MGFs, ( | 0 ) and ( | 1 ) in (17) , is identified exactly with the quantity ( ) in Gärtner-Ellis Theorem. Next, we define 0 ( ) ≜ lim →∞ ( | 0 = 0) corresponding to the case of 0 = 0. By substituting (16) for ( ) in (18b), we obtain
By the fact that
where (⋅) + is a function defined as ( ) + = for > 0 and 0 elsewhere, we obtain
Similarly, we define 1 ( ) = lim →∞ ( | 0 = 1), corresponding to the case of 0 = 1. Upon using (18a) and some analysis, we obtain
The rate functions 0 ( ) and 1 ( ) can now be calculated from 0 ( ) and 1 ( ) by
Let 0
where is the normalized threshold value (defined in (11)). Then, the application of the Gärtner-Ellis Theorem gives the following error bounds
and the BER can be upper bounded as
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As the example presented in Section III, we consider a thin InP-based APD with a 100 nm multiplication layer. The APD is appropriated biased to yield an average gain of 10.65. The joint pdf of the gain and buildup time was numerically calculated using the renewal theory [19] . We consider the receiver operating at 40 Gbps and 60 Gbps transmission rates; the former rate is the speed corresponding to the OC-768 standard, which is the fastest synchronous optical network (SONET) standard, and the latter rate is chosen to further demonstrate the degrading effects of ISI. As before, we choose = 2. Equations (22) and (23) are calculated numerically and the rate functions are also calculated numerically using (24) . The normalized threshold is calculated by use of (11) yielding ≈ 5.32. The decaying tails of the error probabilities are bounded by (25) and (26), with the numerically calculated 0 = inf ≥ 0 ( ) and 1 = inf ≤ 1 ( ). Finally, the BER is estimated using (27) .
For different large values of , we calculated the BER estimate using (a) the LDT approach and (b) the exact MGF inversion approach. The behavior of the BER, as the average number of photons per bit, is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for the two cases of transmission rate of 40 Gbps and 60 Gbps, respectively. These figures also include the results obtained using the Gaussian approximation method. In the latter method we assume that follows a Gaussian distribution with a conditional mean and variance (depending upon whether 0 = 0 or 0 = 1); these statistics are easily computed from the pdf of . As expected, the MGF inversion method yields the smallest BER; it also expected to offer the tightest estimate due to the fact that it utilizes the exact conditional pdfs of . The LDT approach gives an upper bound of BER. Note that this bound has the same decaying rate as that given by the exact MGF inversion approach. In addition, this BER bound is significantly tighter than the one obtained by the Gaussian approximation method. The numerical results suggest that in the ultra-fast transmission scenarios considered, the Gaussian method is not appropriate. This is due to two primary factors: (a) the pdf of the subcomponent has asymmetric shape and (b) the pdf of receiver output has a bi-modal distribution. At lower transmission rates such as 10 Gbps, where ISI is almost negligible, the use of a unimodal distribution, such as the Gaussian distribution, may yield a approximation of the BER. For example, our calculations yield an error in the BER of 8.7 × 10 −8 between the Gaussian approximation and the exact MGF method when the average number of photons is 1000 per bit and a BER error of 3.7 × 10 −12 for the case of 1500 photons per bit. One possible approach for doing away with the uni-modal condition imposed by the standard Gaussianapproximation method employed in this paper is to employ the following simple variant of it. Instead of assuming a Gaussian pdf for the receiver output conditional on the present bit, we assume a Gaussian pdf for the receiver output conditional on the present bit and all the past bits. In this fashion, the pdf of the receiver output conditional on the present bit is allowed to be multi-modal, as it is the average of multiple heterogeneous conditional bit-pattern-dependent pdfs. However, the aforementioned alternative Gaussian-approximation method does come at a higher computational complexity compared to the standard Gaussian-approximation method.
We end this section by making the general comment that the performance of APD-based receivers deteriorates quickly as a function of the transmission speed due to ISI. This is evident from the poor BERs shown in Fig. 4(b) for transmission speeds of 60 Gbps. This limitation is primarily due to the avalanche buildup time, which reduces the operable bandwidth and induces ISI. One possible approach to extend the operability of APDs to high transmission speeds involves the use of electronic equalizers, as proposed by Sun and Hayat [30] ; however, much work is needed to implement this approach.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper provides a rigorous characterization of the BER associated the general class of APD-based optical receivers used in ultra-fast direct-detection communication. The analysis takes into account ISI resulting from the non-instantaneous nature of the APD's stochastic impulse response function, which is attributable to the so-called avalanche-buildup time, as well as the dead-space effect that is inherent in APDs with thin multiplication regions used in ultra-fast receivers. We have developed an exact expression for the MGF of the receiver's output using the joint pdf of the APD's gain and avalanchebuildup time. The MGF of receiver's output is then utilized to (a) calculate the BER exactly and (b) perform an asymptotic analysis of the BER yielding an upper bound for the BER based on the Gärtner-Ellis Theorem from large deviation theory. The results show that the Gaussian-approximation method is not suitable for ultra-fast transmission scenarios due to the presence of ISI, which tends to cause asymmetry and bi-modality in the shape of the probability density function of the receiver's output. Notably, the large-deviation based asymptotic analysis yields a much improved approximation of the BER compared to the Gaussian approximation and also offers the correct decay rate in the BER as a function of the average photons per bit. 
